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DATE: March 22, 1968

Enclosure No. 1 is an informal translation of articles in 
the Danish press of March 21 reporting the recent meeting 
of United States and Danish scientists to analyze the 
results of the B-52 crash near Thule. The articles, which 
appeared in the Radical Liberal daily Politlken and the 
Christian daily Krlstellght Dagblad, indi^at-e calmness 
and reassurance with which the Danlste-rfledia views the 
meeting and its findings.
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INFORMAL TRANSLATION 
1. POLITIKEN. March 21, 1968

Radiation danger now over.- Danish-American statement removes 
all fear.

The B-52 hydrogen bomb affair from Thule can now be regarded 
as concluded. While bulldozers removed the rest of the radio
active ice and snow, an official Danish-American statement 
yesterday removed the last remainder of fear that the accident 
at Thule might have serious consequences for human beings, animals 
or plants. The whole affair will now be buried in Danish and 
American archives and in South Carolina in the atom-fallout 
cemetary.

Since the American bomber which was on fire, crashed near 
Thule with four hydrogen bombs, which went to pieces, Danish and 
American scientists have been very cautious when commenting 
categorically on the possible after-effects of the accident. But 
after lengthy investigations confidence now exists that there is 
no reason for concern.

Under the leadership of Under-Secretary H. H. Koch of the 
Atomic Energy Commission and his brother. Professor Ph.D. Jtfrgen 
Koch, who was the leader of the Danish scientific team at Thule, a Danish delegation has now negotiated in Washington with 
American colleagues.

The extensive investigation material has carefully been 
examined, and even if the area where the crash took place will 
continually be under inspection, it is stressed that almost all 
the radioactive snow and ice are removed, and that subsequently 
there is no danger for human beings, animals or plants.

Among those participating in the meeting were American 
plutonium expert. Dr. Wright Langham of the California University, 
who stated that the main part of the plutonium has been removed, 
but it is impossible to find it all. This simply cannot be done, 
nor does it mean very much, as the quantities are so small that 
no risk is involved. pOE ARCHIVES

The super-renovation man, the hydrogen bomb General Richard 
0. Hunziker, who was in charge of cleaning-up at Thule, said 
that six Inches of ice and snow have been removed from the 
radioactive area, and almost all pieces from the destroyed and 
burned plane are collected.

The burial takes place at Savannah River in South Carolina. 
When spring and an icebreaker come to Thule, the fallout, the 
snow and the ice will be sent to the US in seal^e^-^iL000 liter containers, to be buried side by side with the^1827' iarrels of
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earth from the Spanish village of Polomareswhere the US also 
had an accident. 27 '

The only problem then is the prohibited gtrea established 
for Greenland hunters. This.,!^ ^rtliifiitred 26ae around the 
place of accident, and prohibrtiort'iagains^^y^siting this place 
or hunting there will be maintained for "‘the time being, the 
Ministry for Greenland says. The prohibition will only be lifted 
when the ice at the place of accident has melted.

2. Krlstellgt Dagblad - March 21, 1968.
No more radioactive danger in the Thule area. Radioactive 

snow andice kept in metal containers in Thule and will be sent 
to the US.

American and Danish authorities yesterday published a state
ment that danger no longer exists for human beings nor animals 
or plants, as a result of radioactivity in the area near Thule 
where a US B-52 plane with four hydrogen bombs crashed at the 
end of January.

Officials and scientists of the two countries published this 
statement at the end of a two-day meeting, called to negotiate 
on the consequences of the crash on January 21.

They stated that practically all the radioactive snow and 
ice had now been removed from the place of accident. It is 
stored in closed metal containers at Thule, awaiting shipment 
to the US as soon as sailing conditions permit.

Even though risk of radioactivity Is practically non-existent 
now, both the US and Denmark will continually inspect the area 
as an additional measure of precaution, the communique went on.
It was signed by members of the expert group, sent from Denmark 
to Thule after the accident in January. DOE archives

The Danes participating In the meeting were Secretary of the 
Foreign Ministry Hans Koch, (sic) Dr. Jtfrgen Koch of the Danish 
Health Administration, Dr. H. GjgJrup, Dr. Eigen Juel Henningsen,
Dr. C. Jacobsen and G. VIgh of the Danish Atomic Energy Commission, 
and scientific advisor of the Danish Embassy in Washington, Anker 
Hansen.

Among the US delegates were Major-General Richard Hunziker, 
who is chief of the Catastrophy Control Team of the Strategic 
Air Command, and Dr. Carl Walske, who assists the Department of 
Defense regarding nuclear energy matters.
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